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Welcome to 

American Pie 
Seminars 

 
Greetings colleagues! 
 
We’re ever so glad you reached out to us for information on our 
continuing ed seminar program!   
 
Don’t let the levity throw you off.  We aim to find that fine 
balance in learning where you acquire relevant knowledge and 
strengthen skills and are simultaneously entertained. High level 
hands-on learning doesn’t have to be a yawn. 
 
We are pleased to offer a year-round comprehensive compliance 
program of interesting and fun colleague worthy affordable 
instructor led live webinars, as well as non-instructor led multiple 
choice seminars for interpreters of ALL LANGUAGES.  

 
The APS Program includes an array of materials composed of 
entertaining exercises for one and all to learn and enjoy! In 
addition to our English seminars, we offer a language specific 
non-instructor led seminar in Spanish. 

 
Do read on for a sneak peek of our program. But, to truly 
experience it… Well, you’ll just have to join us! 
 
Tensi 
and the APS Crew at your service 
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TThhee  PPiiee  SSttoorryy…… 

 
You may be asking yourself, who are these Pie People, anyway? And… 
what’s the deal with the Pies?  

All valid questions, for sure!   
 
American Pie Seminars was founded in 1998 by  
Tensi (Hortensia) Torres-Comas, a Los Angeles based Spanish interpreter 
who saw too many of her colleagues struggling with American idioms.  A 
fellow interpreter asked her to do a seminar on idioms and slang.  That 
sounded like fun.  So, she got her multi-color paper worksheets in apple 
pie order and CIMCE# 654 was born in California as a three hour evening 
seminar.   
 
We named it American Pie inspired by mom, apple pie, and all things 
American (way, way before the movie!) since we originally envisioned it 
as an “Americanization tool” for non-native English speaker interpreters.   
 
Soon, however, native English speakers wanted some Pie.  And, Pie they 
got!  We diversified the seminars a bit, expanded into other topics, and… 
Voilà!  CIMCE 654 self-pollinated into a whole bunch of other fruity and 
nutty numbers.   
 
We look forward to many fun Pie-filled seminars and hope the 
pollination continues. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Angela 
Mc Ewan who held my hand and was my native English speaker resource 
in the early years.  But, in particular, and in a super really big way, I’d like 
to thank all you Pie Veterans who’ve made our Pie Seminars the venue 
WHERE LEARNING MEETS FUN… FOR ALL LANGUAGES! 
 
Merci to one and all! 
 
Tensi 
aka The Pie Lady 
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Why choose us? 
 
There are, without question, many continuing ed options these days. So why, indeed, 
choose us? 
 
 First and foremost: Experience Counts. 

Our provider has over forty years experience in the interpreting and translation 
fields, over thirty years experience in bilingual exam rating and development, and 
over twenty-five experience in continuing education for interpreters and 
translators. Bottom line: She knows her stuff.  
 
Time and again, ours is the go-to program for myriad veteran interpreters tired of 
the same old, same old. You will actually learn something applicable to the 
profession. You may even learn a lot. And, for sure… we’ll keep you awake! 
 

 Secondly: Great service 

We’ve got your back! We have someone at the ready to answer phone calls and 
emails on a daily basis. Our aim is to make the continuing ed process as seamless 
as possible. Maybe even enjoyable.  
 

 Third in line: Flexibility 

Can’t make the webinar? No worries.  Just email us before the webinar. We’ll re-
schedule you free of charge. We know life happens. We’re here to make your life 
easier, not penalize you.  
 

 Fourth, but important… Multiple dipping 

Because we are approved by just about every state and organization that requires 
continuing ed for interpreters… feel free to double, triple, or multiple dip! Talk 
about a time and money saver!! 
 

 Bringing up the rear: Reasonable fees 

Speaking of money savers… Our single seminar/webinar fees are beyond 
competitive. But, we didn’t stop there. Check out our list of discount bundles for 
additional savings as well as our super saver Group Registration Fees. Not to 
mention… our early year specials when we discount the discounted for even more 
savings! 
 
In a nutshell: A colleague with decades of experience is looking out for you. 
Come join us! You’ll be glad you did. 
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About the provider 
 

Hortensia (Tensi) Torres-Comas is a certified interpreter and 
translator with over four decades of language service experience.   
 
Tensi is one of the original founders and the current Director of 
BiLingual Services International, and the provider and main 
instructor of 
American Pie Seminars, a continuing year-round education 
program for court and medical interpreters, as well as  
Terp Prep, a newly launched skills building program for student 
interpreters.    
 
Tensi has been certified as an interpreter by the Los Angeles 
Superior Court, the State of California, and the U.S. Courts, and as 
a translator by the Los Angeles Superior Court and the American 
Translators Association (En>Sp), and is further accredited as a 
linguist by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and holds an 
Advanced High Proficiency Certification from the American 
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages. 
 
Tensi has also been actively involved in interpreter training, test 
development, and exam rating nationwide for over three decades 
and is a lead state and federal examiner.  
 
American Pie Seminars was founded in 1998 at the request and 
encouragement of colleagues.  A former high school and ESL 
teacher, Tensi took her teaching experience and put it to work in 
developing truly colleague-worthy seminars that aim to instruct, 
engage, and yes… entertain!  Tensi’s classes, popular with newly 
minted and veteran colleagues alike, are a testimonial to her 
knowledge and experience… all manifested by her mantra: Who 
said learning couldn’t be fun?  
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Our Cross-Country Colleagues Weigh in… 
 

This evening has been a rollercoaster! Thank you so so much. You have no idea how much I enjoyed all these webinars. I will 
definitely be doing all my training with you! 

 
Miguel P. 

FL Interpreter 
 

I ABSOLUTELY and THOROUGHLY ENJOYED this AMAZING webinar! I especially appreciated the ability for the attendees to 
participate audibly. That enriched the experience considerably. I definitely plan to take more courses with you! 

 
Rebecca O. 

WA Interpreter 
 

I always enjoy your webinars, both instructor-led and non-instructor led.  You manage to make your courses fun, interesting, 
informative and stimulating! 

You rock!!! 
 

Marina F. 
CA Interpreter 

 
 

I enjoyed the ethics workshop, and I learned a lot. Thank you for having such productive and entertaining workshops! 
  

Anthony B. 
WA Interpreter 

 
It was a great ethics presentation with a lot of discussions about different types of "conflict of interest" scenarios. 

I like the fact that there was enough time to discuss all possible scenarios and how to resolve them. 
 

Jannette R. 
NM Interpreter 

 
I really enjoy these webinars because I actually learn from the comfort of my own home. Thanks American Pie!!!! 

 
Miriam J. 

NV Interpreter 
 

I enjoyed the seminars very much. Tensi is very good at having us involved. This helps us stay alert and learn a lot about the 
topic. Thank you very much Tensi 

You rock!!! 
 

Monica G.  
MD Interpreter 

 
I attended two webinars recently, and was struck with the following insights: 

1. Technology issues of a complex nature were easily and quickly resolved. 
2. The time went by fast for a three hour presentation.  The breaks were well respected and the time went by at a 

reasonable pace. 
3. The material became interesting because of the instructor’s vast knowledge 

4. The historical context for many of the phrases reviewed made it far more fascinating than otherwise. 
5. The class participation generated substantiated the liveliness of the presentations. 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate. 
 

Frank B. 
CA Interpreter 

 

For additional comments, please visit our Kudos Wall on our website! 
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Live Online Instructor Led Webinars 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WebBuzz.6  Buzzwords, Jargon, Acronyms, and Neologisms                      (3 hours)  
March 2, June 22, September 21                          5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 

Ah… idioms! New slang, old slang.  How can sick be cool... or gross?  Baffled? Welcome 
to American English!  This one’s a doozy… and a lot of fun! 

 
WebLex.6  Legal Stuff… Just for Us Terps!                                           (3 hours)   

March 16, June 29, September 28                        5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 
Do you at times feel uncertain about what a legal term really means? Does legal slang 
stump you?  Does Latin make you sort of dizzy? No worries.  We’ve got you covered!  
Join us for a sure cure of leges vertigo… in large print and plain English! 

 
WebEthics.6   Our Own Canons and Scenarios                                              (3 hours)   

March 30, July 13, October 12                                                5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 
This one sure gets lively!  Nothing like controversial ethics scenarios to get the virtual 
hackles and danders way up… in a truly good way.  Join us for some real and hypothetical 
thought-provoking what-would-you-do-if… and chime in! 

 
WebRX.6   Medical Stuff… Just for Us Terps!                                                (3 hours)  

April 13, July 20, October 19                                                           5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 
Blood and gore, it isn’t.  Word!  This serious-minded yet hardly intense webinar aims to 
familiarize interpreters with health-specific terminology (a.k.a medical terms) in both 
their formal and informal versions.  We’ll mix in syndromes and conditions, health-
related neologisms, and selected body parts.  We promise it won’t hurt! 

 
WebVocab.6   Those Pesky Foreign Englishes!                                              (3 hours)   

April 27, July 27, October 26                                                            5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 
So… English is English right? Or so you’d think. Join us in a fun explanation of “foreign” 
English as we introduce one and all to Aussie speak, Bayan Lingo, and Canuk talk… and 
we’ll even  throw in some British beauts just to spice things up!  

 

 
 
 
 

Specific Information on how to join the live webinars will be provided at registration. 
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       Distance Learning On Demand Non-Instructor Led Seminars 
 

Cyber Vocab.6 (I) & Cyber Vocab.7 (II) (3 hours each)                           
No self-respecting interpreter seminar series, distance learning or otherwise, would be complete 
without a vocabulary section.  And we have two, yes… TWO! alluring multiple choice on 
demand lexical bonanzas of often confused terms, foreign-based words, a pinch of grammar, 
even a neologism or two… which translates into a whole lot of fun and new interesting terms to 
add to your growing glossary! 
 
 

Cyber Buzz.6  (3 hours each)                                     
This boffo multiple choice cyber series really takes the cake.  Check it out!  You’ll see why we 
think this baby gets the über nod with its new and old slang, similar sounding idioms, cyber 
terms, and newspeak!  Rumor has it you’ll burn the midnight oil without one itsy bitsy bit of 
kvetching.  Your noodle will get one slammin’ workout!! 

  
Cyber RX.6 (3 hours)                                              

Colleague… challenge thyself! Our ALL MEDICAL multiple choice distance learning seminar 
makes the cyber rounds once again!  Now, don’t go all high blood pressure I–can’t-do-medical-
stuff!  Give it an intramuscular shot and exercise that grey matter!  Before long, progeria, rhinion, 
lithtripsy and kindred terms will be infused into your very own quotidian lexicon. 

 
Cyber Lex.6 (3 hours)                                             

Our ALL LEGAL multiple choice bona fide de jure distance learning seminar makes another 
cyber appearance, in propia persona and per se, no less!   
We summon one and all amici curiae (sans warrant, no worries!) to cease and desist absconding 
from the foreseeable risk of the benefits derived from the acquisition of lex-related lexicon.   

 
Cyber enEspañol.6 (3 hours)                                              

Our one and only language-specific Cyber en Español is here to stay!  I sure wish I could replicate 
this baby into a bunch of languages for all my great OTS colleagues, ’cause I sure as heck had fun 
putting it together!   We’ve mixed high register words, legal terms, general vocab, idiomatic 
expressions, and my favorite… ”in-my-country-we-call-it” for your investigative placer.  Salud! 
 
 

Cyber Mix.6 (3 hours)                                                                                         
We’re for sure mixing it up with Cyber Mix… our newest cyber addition... a redux of an oldie 
but goodie! This repurposed potpourri of borrowed terms and etymological beauts with cross-
cultural smatterings has all the makings of a terp favorite! 

 
Cyber Ethics.6 (3 hours)                                             
Cyber Ethics.6(a)  (1 hour)                                              

Last, but definitely, absolutely, positively not least… Our very own Cyber Ethics… both a 
long and a short version.  We even diverted from our traditional multiple choice format 
to only two choices: Cool, or… not so cool?  In way too real court life scenarios we are 
challenged to ask… would this be Cool, or… not so cool?  No worries.  We’ll provide the 
ethics guides.   
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To join the instructor led  
live webinars… 

 
Joining the live webinars is… a piece of Pie! 
 

 You register:  
By email: americanpieseminars@email.com 
By fax: Fill out the registration form and fax to 562.424.1708 
By phone: Call us at 562.436.6234.   

 Online: Coming up soon! [please not that online electronic registration offer discount fees] 
 

 After registering, you will receive enrollment confirmation of the classes and dates you have 
chosen via email. 

 
 A few days prior to the webinar you will receive via email the exercises that will be presented in 

the class.  Researching and printing the materials are both optional. You will also receive a link 
from the webhost to register for the webinar. Please make sure you click the link to register. 

 
 The day of the webinar you will again receive a link via email from the webhost inviting you to 

join the webinar. Just click to join! 
 

 The webinars are interactive, so you’ll need a microphone (a USB headset is highly 
recommended).  But… you’ll also have a chat option to join the conversation if no mic is 
available.   

 
You can use your desktop, laptop, or even join us by phone!  For specific tech questions, please 
contact the webhost: GoToMeeting.com at 800.263-6317.  

 

After you log in to the webinar…  
Then, what? 

 
 After you log in to the webinar… just hang tight until the starting time.  We start promptly at 

the assigned time. 
 

 Once we start, there will be an introduction and the class will start.  You will be muted until the 
instructor unmutes you.  This will be explained in the introduction. 
 

 Your screen will show the PowerPoint exercises.  You will not see the other class participants or 
the organizer.  They will not see you either… but, we will all hear each other. So… yes, you can 
relax in whatever makes you comfortable. 
 

 No mic? No worries!  You can use the chat option to participate. 
 For tech questions before or during the webinar, please contact the webhost: GoToMeeting at 

855.352.9002 
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To quote our very first Pie Convert… 
 So, how do I do this Cyber Pie thing? 
 

Easy as… Pie! 

    To take a non-instructor led distance learning seminar…. 

~ You register. 
      By email: americanpieseminars@email.com 

By fax: Fill out the registration form and fax to 562.424.1708 
By phone: Call us at 562.436.6234.  We’ll register you. No worries! 
[Please note that online/electronic registration offers discounted fees.]  

 
~ You get the materials.  
 How?  

Our new electronic platform! 
You will receive a link via email. Click on the link to access the seminar. Once 
completed, a dated certificate will be immediately issued. It’s that simple!!!  
Btw.. Re-takes are free! 

You research the materials. 
      How?   

 However you want:  Dictionaries, encyclopedias, the internet, friends, colleagues, 
distant cousins are all valid “life lines.” 

 

You answer the multiple choice questions. 
There are 75 multiple choice questions in each 3 hours e-seminar. 
You are allowed 25 incorrect answers per each 3 hour e-seminar. 
If you are completing a 1 hour seminar, you’ll be allowed 8 incorrect answers. 
 
You receive your certificate 
Electronic platform: Immediate issuance once seminar is successfully completed. 
.  
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American Pie Seminars 
2021 Seminar Menu  

 

 

Live Online INSTRUCTOR LED Webinars 
WebBuzz.6    (3 hrs)    Mar 2/Jun 22/ Sep 21                                        5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 
WebLex.6  (3 hrs)    Mar 16/Jun 29/Sep 28     5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 
WebEthics.6  (3 hrs)    Mar 30/ Jul 13/ Oct 12     5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 
WebRX.6 (3 hrs)    Apr 13/Jul 20/ Oct 19      5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 
WebVocab.6  (3 hrs)    Apr 27/Jul 27/Oct 26      5:45 p.m. Pacific Time 

 
Distance Learning On Demand NON-INSTRUCTOR LED seminars 
Cyber Vocab.6 (I)         (3 hours)                    
Cyber Vocab.6 (II)        (3 hours)               
Cyber Buzz.6                 (3 hours)               
Cyber RX.6                    (3 hours)            
Cyber Lex.6                   (3 hours)       

 CyberMix.6                  (3 hours) 
 Cyber Ethics.6              (3 hours) 

    Cyber Ethics.6(a)          (1 hour )               
 Cyber en Español.6       (3 hours)    

 
Please check Judicial Council’s continuing education criteria for complete compliance information. 
 

SINGLE REGISTRATION FEES                            GROUP REGISTRATION FEES* 
Each 3 hour webinar or seminar $79.00                                        Deuce Discount Bundle (6 hours) $119.00     
Each 1 hour webinar or seminar $39.00                                         Mini Discount Bundle (9 hours) $169.00          
Deuce Discount Bundle (6 hours) $129.00                                   Midi Discount Bundle (10 hours) $179.00                 
Mini Discount Bundle (9 hours) $189.00                                     Grande Discount Bundle (12 hours) $219.00 
Midi Discount Bundle (10 hours) $199.00                                   Classic Discount Bundle (15 hours) $259.00 
Grande Discount Bundle (12 hours)  $239.00                             Maxi Discount Bundle (16 hours) $279.00 
Classic Discount Bundle (15 hours) $289.00                                Super Maxi Bundle (18 hours) $299.00 
Maxi Discount Bundle (16 hours) $299.00                                   Maxi Plus Discount Bundle (20 hours) $319.00 
Super Maxi Bundle (18 hours) $329.00                                         Ultra Maxi Discount Bundle (24 hours) $359.00 
Maxi Plus Discount Bundle (20 hours) $349.00                          Cali Compliance Discount Bundle (30 hours) $399 
Ultra Maxi Discount Bundle (24 hours) $399.00                          
California Compliance Discount Bundle (30 hours) $499.00     

*To qualify for Group Registration Fees, you need only to belong to a bona fide interpreter or translator 

organization OR register with a buddy or two… or three. YOU MUST INCLUDE THE NAME OF THE 
ORGANIZATION OR BUDDY NEXT TO YOUR OWN NAME WHEN REGISTERING ONLINE. 

 

562.436.6234 
pieseminars.com 

americanpieseminars@email.com 
AmericanPieSeminars/Facebook.com 
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Seminar Registration Form 
 
Please download and fill out the information below and check your choices in the Seminar Menu on the 
previous page. 
 

Your name: _________________________                                         _ State: ____________                                
 
Address: ___________________________ Zip code:   
 
Best phone number to reach you: ________________________________ 
 
E-mail: ____________________________________________ 
 
Group Rate ID or name of professional organization (if applicable) 
_______________________________________________ 
 
 
I’d like to pay by:  Check Credit Card  
 
*  If you’re paying by credit card:  email as attachment to americanpieseminars@email.com  
 
Credit card number ___________________________________   
 
Expiration date_____                     __             CVV# ___                     ____ 
 
  ______________________                            ____ 
  Name as it appears on your card        Amount authorized: ____             __ 
 
Billing Address ______________________________      _____   
 
*  If you are paying by check - - Please make check out to:  American Pie Seminars 
 

and mail to: 2841 Chestnut Avenue Long Beach, CA 90806 
 
 

 To register by phone: Call us at 562.436.6234          
 To register electronically: Please email registration to     
americanpieseminars@email.com or fax to 562.424.1708.  
[Please note that online registrations fees are only offered for online registrations.] 

 
Important note regarding cancellations: Should you need to return or cancel a seminar, a voucher will be extended for the hours corresponding 
to the seminar.  The voucher will be valid for two years from day of issuance. In case of a live class non-attendance, attendee can re-schedule the 
same or any other webinar of his or her choice free of charge, prior to the webinar unless the webinar was part of a fee special with an expiration 
date.  We offer several series of webinars throughout the year. If you are unable to attend a webinar, just let us know IN ADVANCE and we 
would be glad to re-schedule you. Refunds are not issued if classes are still available. Refunds are strictly available on a case by case basis. No 
refunds would be available after re-scheduling a class. If a refund is approved, a 15% cancellation fee would be deducted from the webinar fees 
paid to cover credit card, administrative, and related fees. The refund would be issued by check within 15 days of cancellation request approval. 
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